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CURRENT
HEALTHCARE SITUATION

Healthcare is a universal human right and integral to the life of every person. Advancements in medical technology
have allowed for longer, healthier and higher quality lives. Much of these impressive advances have been in clinical
care and medical devices. Medical data management has also seen some progress, in the form of Electronic Health
Records (EHR) – which is a digital record of a patient ’s health information. An EHR contains medical histories,
treatment plans, allergies and other data that is relevant to a patient ’s health story. It is essential in facilitating
paperless health information that is easily shared and used by healthcare practitioners.
While there is an ongoing shift in digitising medical records across most developed countries, which costs billions
of dollars, progress has been slow and fragmented. Current EHR systems are lacking in terms of privacy and security,
and do not support advanced analytics overlays and are unable to facilitate equitable sharing of valuable health data.
The challenge of building a robust, scalable, patient-centric EHR remains open.

1.1 Fragmented Health Records

changed easily – for example, patients who wish to change their
mind regarding a research trial or organ donation would have

Different healthcare institutions often employ different
EHR vendors, meaning that while information can be shared
freely within the institution or cluster, it is often truncated or
inaccessible to other institutions using different EHR systems.

to go through a tedious administrative process to amend their
consent.
1.3 Inadequate Patient Privacy

This leads to a silo effect, where medical data of the patient
remains constrained to an individual institution, which must then

Patient privacy is a cornerstone of good medical practice and

be manually summarised or transcribed in order to be accessed

is important to both patients and doctors. Patients volunteer

at another institution. In a time where information transfer is

accurate medical information in order to receive the best care.

instantaneous, it is increasingly indefensible for such barriers of

However, current EHR systems do not allow patients to have

access to exist.

control over who gets to see which portions of their medical
records outside of the clinical realm. While there are systems

When healthcare practitioners see patients, it is important that

that offer a rudimentary password protected security layer for

they have access to all of the patient ’s medical data across all

sensitive information such as sexual or psychiatric history,

visits, including previous diagnoses, investigations, results,

none allow the patient to have control over how their information

medications and allergies. The lack of a patient ’s complete

is shared. Despite privacy laws that define how personal medical

longitudinal health story increases the risk of medical errors

data should be handled, they have not been formulated with

and incurs additional cost. Most of these errors are not caused

respect to advances in blockchain technology, which enable

by errant healthcare practitioners, but rather medical systems

distributed data security and empower patients with a near

failures. It has been shown that the majority of medical errors

instantaneous right to control how their data may be used.

are attributed to workflow, communication and human-computer
interfaces1 .

1.4 Security Risks

1.2 Lack of Patient Centricity

Current EHR systems are centralised and vulnerable as a single
point of failure. In April 2017, the ransomware WannaCry crippled

In this age, medical paternalism is an exception rather than

around 80 National Health Service (NHS) Organisations including

the norm. Patients are increasingly co-opted in medical

hospitals and general clinics in the United Kingdom. The result:

decision making and often play an active role in managing their

cancellation of approximately 20,000 appointments, 5 hospitals

medical affairs. Seeking a second opinion has also become

having to turn away ambulances and 600 general practitioners

an accepted course of action for patients – however, this has

having to resort to pen and paper for medical records. When all

been hampered by current EHR solutions. Since the patients

health records are stored in a single repository, a data breach

do not directly control access to their detailed health data,

is usually disastrous to any health organisation. Based on the

medical data mobility is impaired. Current systems also do not

Kaspersky Security Bulletin 2016, the healthcare sector is in the

allow for differential consent choices that can be registered or

top 10 industries being hit by ransomware.

1

Medication errors attributed to health information technology. Lawes S, Grissinger M. PA-PSRS Patient Saf Advis. March 2017;14:1-8.
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% attacked with
ransomware

Industry Sector
Education

23

IT/Telecoms

22

Entertainment/Media

21

Financial Services

21

Construction

19

Government/Public Sector/Defence

18

Manufacturing

18

Transport

17

Healthcare

16

Retail/Wholesale/Leisure

16
Source: Kasperksy Security Bulletin 2016

1.5 Medical Insurance and Fraud
Insurers play an important role in the healthcare system and
often require access to patient data for claims and premium
structuring. Currently, patients have to request for the release
of medical documentation from a healthcare provider,
often paying a fee in the process. The provider usually
summarises the pertinent points in a report and sends it to
the insurer, who then manually verifies the information.

1.6 Personalised Medicine
Personalised Medicine, once considered too costly and
impractical, is becoming a reality. Due to advances in Artificial
Intelligence (AI), machine learning and data analytics, the
healthcare industry is undergoing a transformation in this
area. The promise of treatment plans and medications that
are tailored to an individual is an enticing one. However,
a lack of structured data and friendly EHR application
programming interfaces (APIs) is currently hindering real world
implementations. In addition, the inability to share genomic and
phenotypic data in an identity preserving manner would hinder
the progress of using AI tools to personalise medicine.
1.7 Telemedicine
Telemedicine is still in its infancy but is projected to be one of
the fastest growing subsectors of healthcare. With advances in
telecommunications, video streaming, and wearables, it is only a
matter of time before telemedicine becomes a common practice.
However, the same problems of fragmented health records,
centralisation and security risk remain with telemedicine
systems as they are based on current EHR models. Without a
complete longitudinal record, it is difficult for healthcare
practitioners to make accurate diagnoses through telemedicine.
Patient privacy is also essential in telemedicine but there are no
current systems that allow for granular access permissions.

This process is circuitous as insurance claims can take months
and even years, and the involvement of multiple parties
increases the risk of transcriptional errors.
Healthcare fraud is also a problem when errant practitioners
include false diagnoses into patient health records for
fraudulent reimbursement claims. These false diagnoses
can cloud the clinical picture of the patient and lead to
medical errors. Without a good data provenance system in place,
the errant practitioner may not be easily discovered. This leads
to increased premiums for all other patients and practitioners
who are acting in good faith.
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MEDILOT

MediLOT is a dual blockchain based EHR ecosystem with a unique layered architecture that
incorporates machine learning and data analytics capabilities on top of its control and data layers,
allowing machine learning APIs with complex applications to be built on top of the system.
MediLOT is built and funded by MediLOT Technologies Pte Ltd, a National University of
Singapore spinoff. It will support the following features:

2.1 A Complete Health Record

2.4 Data Transparency

By having a distributed ledger (Hyperledger++) that records all

Only approved practitioners on the MediLOT platform will be able
to read and write the patient ’s records. By providing robust data
provenance, the platform will provide patients with a complete
log of users who have accessed their medical data, the time of
access and the particular types of data that have been accessed.
This inherently auditable, time-stamped data trail increases
transparency in the health records management and brings
greater trust to the healthcare system.

the transactions, the entire longitudinal patient data can be
retrieved at any time by authorised healthcare practitioners
for clinical use. These health records are then accessible,
with permission by patients, across different institutions.
For example, a patient who visits a hospital he has never
been treated at previously will not be required to repeat
investigations, as the doctor or clinician who has been granted
access rights can access his entire health record via MediLOT.
Furthermore, differential consent choices, such as those
involving organ donation, advance medical directives and
research, can also be recorded on the blockchain and accessed
universally. Specifically, consent choices involving the use of
data for research can be captured in a granular manner, allowing
researchers to immediately discern if patients consent for their
data to be used for research, including the use of their biological
material, as well as whether re-identification is allowed should
there be a need.
2.2 Patient Centricity and Privacy
With the permission of a patient, access permissions can
be granted via Hyperledger++ to healthcare practitioners,
researchers or insurers who want to access the data, and no
modification of the data is allowed. The patient also owns the

MediLOT ensures the verifiability and immutability of health
records, which in turn allows researchers and insurers to rely on
the health data generated to make accurate, efficient decisions.
Errant practitioners who commit insurance fraud can be easily
traced and identified.
2.5 Advanced Analytics and Personalised Medicine
MediLOT incorporates an AI suite, called GEMINI (Generalisable
Medical Information Analysis and Integration Platform) that
facilitates big data analytics and personalised medicine.
GEMINI has been developed by members of the team in the
School of Computing, National University of Singapore,
over the last six years. Its results have been verified and
published in the top-tier conference and journals 2 .
Advanced analytics services, such as re-admission prediction
and disease progression modelling, are supported.

private key which is used to identify himself. This preserves
patient privacy at a fine level of control, and patients can also
see who has previously accessed their health record.
2.3 Data Security

MediLOT data analytics and AI overlay enables truly personalised
medicine for the patient and opens the doors to a wide range
of complex applications that can be built on top of MediLOT by
participating organisations and researchers.

Patient ’s data will not be accessible directly on the blockchain.
That is, no health data is stored directly on chain. Instead, the
blockchain will act as a tag to indicate where the patient ’s data
is stored in an encrypted format. This provides another layer
of security for the patients. As compared to retrieving data in
current healthcare systems, this will make it more difficult for
anyone attempting to intercept patient data.

2

http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~dbsystem/gemini/publication.html
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Figure 1 illustrates the workflow of re-admission risk prediction.
When a patient is discharged from hospital on January 1 st after
being admitted (index admission), GEMINI can predict whether
this patient will be re-admitted into hospital again within 30 days.
GEMINI uses the patient history one year prior to the index

Figure 1 - Re-admission Prediction

stored on MediLOT; once given the access, applications can be
built on top of MediLOT to automatically determine if a patient is
covered by insurance for a particular treatment, instead of the
patient contacting his insurer. This saves patients, doctors and
insurers time and effort.

admission as features and constructs the patient history data in a
patient matrix. Subsequently, this patient matrix is fed into deep

2.7 Enhanced Telemedicine

learning models and computational phenotyping is performed to
learn predictive representations for re-admission prediction.
2.6 Insurance Claims
Patients can send claims to insurers directly with verifiable
data from MediLOT, saving time and bypassing cumbersome and
costly administrative processes. Insurers will also benefit from
shorter turnaround time and stronger fraud deterrence.
Patients’ insurance data including coverage extent can also be

With access to a complete longitudinal health record and welltested data analytics tools, healthcare practitioners can begin
to take on telemedicine seriously. Robust data provenance
and integrity also allow for an inherently auditable record,
which is essential in telemedicine and engenders public trust
in the system. MediLOT is already partnering with Shandong
Telemedicine Center, a leading Telemedicine Center in China to
incorporate Telemedicine into the MediLOT ecosystem.
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TECHNOLOGIES
3.1 Overview

For the data layer, existing blockchain platforms (e.g. Ethereum
and Hyperledger) build their data structures on top of a key-

MediLOT serves three groups of users: healthcare organisations,

value store (e.g. LevelDB or RocksDB). These implementations

patients and data requestors (research organisations, insurers,

provide tamper evidence, but we observe that they do not

governments).

scale well 3 . More importantly, they are not suitable for efficient
query processing and they serve no infrastructure support for

• H ealthcare Organisation: Hospitals or healthcare providers

data deduplication. In fact, trivial storage support pushes up the

have many patients, and maintain a database of medical

functional complexity to the blockchain implementation or even

records they have created for the patients.

the application design, which makes it hard for the software
stack to prove its correctness and deliver high performance at

• P atient: When a patient, the data owner, sees a doctor at

the same time.

a hospital, a record is created by that hospital. A patient may
have records stored at more than one hospital.

MediLOT’s blockchain abandons the conventional key-value
storage engine, and instead, proposes the first-ever blockchain-

• D ata Requestor: Any individual or auxiliary organisation such

centric storage engine: ForkBase. ForkBase efficiently and

as pharmaceutical company or insurance company may want

elegantly supports applications that require data versioning,

to gain insights from medical data to design new treatments or

fork semantics, tamper evidence, data deduplication, and their

improve its business.

combination thereof, e.g. collaborative analytics.

MediLOT uses blockchains to facilitate and incentivise data

In addition to enabling access to raw data, MediLOT provides an

sharing among these users. It uses a permissioned blockchain

AI layer that abstracts away the complex data sharing protocol.

for data authorisation, and a public blockchain for token

Instead, the AI layer allows analysts to focus on the analytics

exchanges. The blockchains form a control layer which determine

tasks. It takes care of getting the data, and provides machine

access permissions. The actual data exchanges occur off-chain,

learning APIs for building complex applications.

i.e. at the data layer.

GEMINI Short for GEneralisable Medical Information aNalysis and
Analytics

Integration Platform, is the overlying AI suite that supports big
data analytics and enhances clinical decision making.

Blockchain

Hyperledger++ An enhanced Hyperledger with scalable
consensus that improves throughput by 7 times.

ForkBase A proprietary storage system with rich semantics,
Data Storage

immutability and data sharing, built as a native storage system
for Blockchain.

Figure 2 - MediLOT Software Stack

Figure 2 illustrates MediLOT’s software stack and highlights key

of Singapore. For more information, please visit the website at

technologies at each layer. MediLOT builds on novel systems that

http://www.comp.nus.edu.sg/~dbsystem/

have been developed at School of Computing, National University
3

S. Wang, T. T. A . Dinh, Q. Lin, Z. Xie, M. Zhang, Q. Cai, G. Chen, W. Fu, B.C. Ooi, P. Ruan: ForkBase: An Efficient Storage Engine for Blockchain and Forkable Applications. VLDB 2018.
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3.2 Blockchains

Block 1

Block 2

Block 5

Block 6

Block 3

Block 4

Block N

ERC20
Token
Contract

Public (Ethereum)

Registry
Hospital

Patient

Consent

Data Requestor

Permissioned (Hyperledger ++ based)
Block 1

Block 2

Block 3

Figure 3 shows two blockchains that form the authorisation and
token layer in MediLOT. The users interact with the system via
three smart contracts, namely the ERC20 token contract,

Block N

Figure 3 - MediLOT blockchains

identities are authenticated via public key certificates,
and access control is managed via a Membership Service
Provider (MSP) module.

the Registry contract, the Consent contract.
3.2.1. Ethereum
Ethereum blockchain allows any user to read and write to the
ledger. A new block is created by a miner and appended to the
ledger via proof-of-work consensus. The nature of the consensus
protocol, and its recent extensions (proof-of-stake), permits
forks in the ledger.
Ethereum supports Turing-Complete smart contracts, i.e.
arbitrary code, on the blockchain. A smart contract encodes
application logic, and the most popular application in Ethereum is
cryptocurrency. Another popular application is token exchange,

A Hyperledger blockchain has no forks, because it adopts a
deterministic consensus protocol, namely Practical Byzantine
Fault Tolerance (PBFT). Similar to Ethereum, Hyperledger also
supports Turing complete smart contracts to encode arbitrary
application logics. Hyperledger has been used for asset and
supply chain management.
Our research group is the first to propose a benchmarking
framework called BLOCKBENCH 4 and systematically evaluate the
performance of Hyperledger and other permissioned blockchain
systems. Having observed several bottlenecks, we have
designed novel protocols to greatly improve the performance of
the original Hyperledger. We call our blockchain Hyperledger++,
and it has the following novel features:

which MediLOT uses. The tokens and associated transactions are
defined by a smart contract following the ERC20 interface. A user

• S calable consensus: we use trusted hardware to improve trust

can buy or earn tokens, and send to another user via the contract.

relation between nodes, and subsequently improve throughput
up to seven times.

The state of each token is readable, consistent and highly
available across the blockchain network. More details about the
tokens are given in Section 4 (LOT Tokens).
3.2.2. Hyperledger++

• R ich storage: we replace Hyperledger++’s storage with

ForkBase 5 , our own data storage system (see Section 3.3),
and achieve several orders of magnitude improvement for
analytics queries.

Hyperledger is arguably the most popular blockchain designed
for the permissioned environment, in which users must be
given permission to access the blockchain. In particular, user

4

A. Dinh, J. Wang, G. Chen, R. Liu, B. C. Ooi, K.-L. Tan: BLOCKBENCH: A Framework for Analysing Private Blockchains. ACM SIGMOD 2017

5

S. Wang, T. T. A . Dinh, Q. Lin, Z. Xie, M. Zhang, Q. Cai, G. Chen, W. Fu, B.C. Ooi, P. Ruan: ForkBase: An Efficient Storage Engine for Blockchain and Forkable Applications. VLDB 2018.
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3.2.3. Smart Contracts

RecordID
Status

Registry contract

Signature
The registry contract maintains two tables: a Data table and a
Status table. The first table is written by the hospital, while the
second by the patient.

The RecordID corresponds to the newly added record in the
Data table. Status is a flag representing the result of the data

When a patient ’s health record is updated by a hospital, e.g. new
diagnosis being added to the database, a record is written to the
Registry contract. In particular, the Data table is updated with a
record of the following form:

verification, i.e. either Approved or Rejected. Signature contains
the patient ’s signature.
Consent contract
When a patient authorises a third party, i.e. a data analyst,

PatientID

to access her data, she writes a new record to the Consent

HospitalID

contract. The record, of the following form:
DoctorID

PatientID

Date

Metadata

RequestorID

Hash

Permission

Other

Date

RecordID

Query

Metadata

Signature

Price
Other

Because a state in Hyperledger is stored as a key-value pair,
we use PatientID as the key and the remaining fields as the value.

Signature

The DoctorID and Date fields are self-explanatory. The Other field
is left undefined to be customised to fit applications’ need.
The remaining important fields are as follows:
• H ash contains the cryptographic hash of the patient ’s new data.

For example, let U be the new diagnosis generated during the
visit, then:
Hash = SHA-256(U)
where SHA-256 is the standard cryptographic hash function.
• R ecordID is used as a foreign key into the Status table, and is

computed as:
RecordID = SHA-256(PatientID || HospitalID || Metadata)
where || is the concatenation of two fields. RecordID uniquely
identifies the content of a record in the Data table.
• S ignature is the hospital’s ECDSA signature of the record.

To be considered valid, the new data generated by the hospital

indicates that the patient with PatientID has granted the
specific Permission to another user identified by RequestorID.
Three notable fields are:
• P ermission: contains a cryptographic hash of a Terms-and-

Conditions document that defines proper use of the data.
Such a document can specify very simple permissions such as
“read”, or complex terms such as destroy-after-use. For the rest
of the document, for simplicity we assume the permission is
“read”.
We assume that if RequestorID is empty, the patient effectively
grants the stated permission to all analysts.
• Q uery: consists of an SQL query that extracts only a subset

of the records. The permission is defined over this subset.
When this field is left blank, it means that the analyst can read
all the records belonging to the patient.
• P rice: indicates the minimum amount of tokens the patient is

expected to be paid for this authorisation.

must be first verified by the patient. The patient checks the data
by following the steps detailed in Section 3.2.5. Once the data
is checked, she updates the Status table with a record of the
following form:

Strictly private and confidential. Terms and details are preliminary and not to be constructed as terms for sale.
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Token contract
We implement a standard ERC20 token 6,7 contract for MediLOT
tokens. Such a contract is used in almost all Initial Coin Offerings
(ICOs). It is first instantiated with a fixed amount of tokens.
We then distribute them to stakeholders via the transfer ()
method. The users can exchange tokens; for example an
analyst may pay a patient a certain number of tokens, via the

• A ttribute Based Access Control (ABAC): signs transaction

certificates specifying the access permission of the sender.
For example, the sender can read but not write on the
blockchain.
The following table lists the detailed access permissions for
each type of user within the three smart contracts. When the
system starts, MSP is initialised with these permissions.

transferFrom() method.
Blockchain/User
3.2.4. Identity Management and Access Control
MediLOT users must enroll to the system before using the
service. Identity management, i.e. knowing who the users are,
what their roles are, and whether their identities are still valid,
is essential for security in permissioned blockchains.It is even
more important when working with medical data where the
regulation of access control is strict.

Patient

Hospital

Requestor

RW

RW

RW

Registry

Data table:
R
Status table:
RW

Data table:
RW
Status table:
R

All:
R

Consent

RW

R

R

Token

MediLOT leverages the existing Membership Service Provider
(MSP) in Hyperledger to effortlessly manage identity and access
control. The MSP serves two essential roles:
• C ertificate Authority (Fabric-CA): signs identity certificates

endorsing the identities and attributes of each user. All nodes
in Hyperledger accept valid signatures from Fabric-CA as proof
of identity. More specifically, the CA handles:
- M apping of PatientID, HospitalID and RequestorID to their
respective public key certificates.
-M
 apping of PatientID, HospitalID and RequestorID to their
respective Ethereum wallet addresses.
- Key revocation, when the patient ’s key is lost or compromised.

6

Dmitry Khovratovich; Mikhail Vladimirov. “SecureToken Development and Deployment” (PDF). Edcon.io. Retrieved 30 August 2017.

7

ERC20 Token Standard - The Ethereum Wiki”. Theethereum.wiki. Retrieved 30 August 2017.
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3.2.5. User interactions with MediLOT

10.2

Ethereum

3.2

Hospital

1

2

MediLOT
HClient

3.1

4

Hyperledger++
10.1

6

MediLOT
PClient

EHR
Database

Patient

9

8

7

11

MediLOT
RClient

5

Data Requestor

Figure 4 shows the detailed interaction between a MediLOT user

Figure 4 - Detailed interactions with MediLOT blockchains

Data Authorisation

and the two blockchains.
Data requestor ’s client, namely RClient, negotiates with the
Data Creation

patient about accessing the latter ’s data. This process (step 5)
happens off-chain. When the patient agrees with the Terms

When a doctor at the hospital generates new records, she first

and Conditions, and with the price, the patient ’s client, PClient,

stores them in the in-house EHR database (step 1).

writes to the Consent contract reflecting the new authorisation

MediLOT then deploys a client at the hospital, namely HClient,

(step 6). Finally, the RClient checks for the new Consent record

which subscribes to update events at the database. When an

(step 7) and pays the patient the agreed number of tokens (step 8).

update notification is received (step 2), HClient updates the
Registry contract on Hyperledger++ following the format in

Data Request

Section 3.2.3 (step 3.1), and forwards the notification to the
patient, informing the latter of new records (step 3.2).

The requestor ’s client. RClient, sends a request to the hospital
for the data indicated in the Consent contract (step 9).

The patient ’s client, namely PClient, verifies the data

HClient checks that:

corresponding to the new record sent in step 3.2. If correct,
PClient updates the Status field of the Status table in the

1. The consent record is valid (step 10.1).

Registry contract to Approved; otherwise, it updates the said

2. The required number of tokens have been paid (step 10.2).

field to Rejected (step 4).
Only when these checks pass does the HClient execute the query
(included in the Consent record) and return the results (step 11).

Strictly private and confidential. Terms and details are preliminary and not to be constructed as terms for sale.
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3.3 Blockchain-centric Data Storage

3.3.1 The ForkBase Design
Applications

The emerging blockchain implementations and their applications
counterpart require the underlying data storage to support five
fundamental properties:
1. data versioning (for provenance)
2. fork semantics (for conflict resolution)
3. tamper-evidence (for privacy preserving).
In addition, two advanced properties are also becoming
essential:
4. data deduplication (for reducing storage space requirement)
5. acceleration of provenance query (for analytics).

Document
Hosting

Blockchain

Git

Collaborative
Analytics

Semantic Views (application-oriented)
Access Control
branch-based

Data Security
integrity

Consistency
merge semantics

Data Access APIs (data types)
version
{objects}
object

put (object)
get (version)
merge ({objects})

Branch Representation (versioning, forking)

To fulfil the above five key properties, MediLOT’s blockchain
abandons the conventional key-value storage engine,
and alternatively proposes the first-ever blockchain-centric
storage engine, ForkBase. ForkBase is a storage engine
specifically designed to provide efficient support for blockchain
and forkable applications. By integrating the core application

Chunk Storage (deduplication, immutability)

properties into the storage, ForkBase not only delivers high
performance but also reduces development effort. It follows
well-proven database and design principles, and is novel in
five ways.
1. A version number uniquely identifies the data content and

Admin A

Admin B

its history, which can be used to quickly retrieve and verify
integrity of the data.
2. L arge objects are split into data chunks and organised in a
novel index structure, called POS-Tree, that combines the
concepts of content-based slicing, Merkle tree and B+-tree.
This structure facilitates efficient identification and removal
of duplicate chunks across objects, which drastically reduces
storage overhead especially for incremental data.
3. G
 eneral fork semantics is supported, providing the flexibility
to fork data either implicitly or explicitly. The POS-Tree
supports copy-on-write during forking to eliminate
unnecessary copies.
4. ForkBase offers simple APIs, together with many structured
data types, which help to reduce development effort and
induce a large trade-off space between query performance
and storage efficiency.
5. ForkBase scales well to many nodes because of a two-layer
partitioning scheme which distributes data chunks evenly,
even when the workloads are skewed.

Figure 5 - Overall stack of ForkBase

The above figure shows the overall stack of ForkBase, illustrating
how the storage unifies the common properties and adds values
to modern applications. At the bottom layer, data is deduplicated
at the chunk level. At the representation layer, versions and
branches are organised in such a way that enables tamper
evidence and efficient tracking of the version history. The next
layer exposes APIs that combine general fork semantics and
structured data types. Other features such as access control and
customised merge functions, can be added to the view layer to
further enrich the top-layer applications.
ForkBase applies content-based deduplication at the chunk
level. Compared to similar deduplication technique in file
systems which uses large chunk sizes and treats the file content
as unstructured data, ForkBase uses smaller chunks and splits
the data based on its structure. For instance, a list object
containing multiple elements is only split at element boundaries,
thus avoiding the need to reconstruct an element from multiple
chunks. Taking structure of the data object into account makes
updates and deduplications more efficient.
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ForkBase provides tamper evidence against malicious storage

Block

providers. Given a version number, the application can fetch the

prev_hash

corresponding data from the storage provider and verify whether

Txns

FID

the content and its history have been changed. All data objects

Blockchain

blockchain’s key data structures implemented on top of ForkBase

Map

to build better data models for blockchain. In particular, the

Contract ID

Map

in ForkBase are tamper-evident, and hence can be leveraged

Key

are now easy to maintain without incurring any performance
overhead. Furthermore, the richer structured information
captured in ForkBase makes the blockchain analytics-ready.
3.3.2 Building Blockchain on Top of ForkBase

Data (Blob)

Data (Blob)

Data (Blob)

Figure 7. Hyperledger’s data structure using ForkBase

Block
prev_hash

Txns

With ForkBase, the blockchain implementation can be greatly

State_Hash

Blockchain

simplified with the storage related implementation decoupled
from the blockchain data structure. Figure 7 shows how
ForkBase is used to implement Hyperledger ’s data structures.

State
Delta

State
Merkle Tree

The key insight here is that an FObject fully captures the
Internal Structure

structure of a block and its corresponding states. We replace
Merkle tree and state delta with Map objects organised in two
levels. The state hash is now replaced by the version of the

Contract ID

Key

first-level Map object. This Map object contains key-value tuples

Value

KV Store

where the key is the smart contract ID, and the value is the
Rocksdb

Figure 6. Hyperledger’s default data structure

We use a modified Hyperledger as an example to show how
ForkBase simplifies the blockchain implementation as well as
providing the support of key properties.
Figure 6 illustrates the original Hyperledger data structure.
The states are protected by a Merkle tree: any modification
results in a new Merkle tree; the old values and old Merkle tree
are kept in a separate structure called state delta. A blockchain
transaction can issue read or write operations (of key-value
tuples) to the states. Only transactions that update the states
are stored in the block. A read operation fetches the value
directly from the storage, while write is buffered in a temporary
in-memory data structure. The system batches multiple
transactions, then issues a commit when reaching the desired
number of transactions or when a timer fires. The commit
operation first creates a new Merkle tree, and then a new state
delta and a new block, and finally writes all the changes to
the storage.

version of the second-level Map object. This second-level Map
contains key-value tuples where the key is the data key, and the
value is the version of a Blob object storing the state value.
One immediate benefit of this implementation is that the code
for maintaining data history and integrity becomes remarkably
simple. In particular, for only 18 lines of code that uses ForkBase,
we eliminate 1918 lines of code from the Hyperledger codebase.
Another benefit is that the data is now readily usable for
analytics. For state scan query, we simply follow the version
number stored in the latest block to get the latest Blob object for
the requested key. From there, we follow base version to retrieve
the previous values. For block scan query, we follow the version
number stored on the requested block to retrieve the secondlevel Map object for this block. We then iterate through the keyvalue tuples and retrieve the corresponding Blob objects.
3.4 Artificial Intelligence
With patients’ multi-institutional and life-time medical records
provided by blockchain, deep analytics can be conducted for
every patient through our healthcare analytics platform, GEMINI.
There are multiple applications for AI in healthcare that can
be built on top of the robust GEMINI system. Tools ranging
from smart hospital systems, AI powered health coaches and
precision medicine tools can be built based on the blockchain
security afforded by ForkBase. When patients submit their
medical data for analysis by using these tools, they are assured
that their data is securely handled in an anonymised fashion with
the appropriate access permissions which they can control.
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Conversely, this platform permits accredited researchers to

scaled up massively. This is possible due to the availability

effectively use the data to build next generation AI technologies

of real-time data to train these deep learning machines.

that would change the practice of medicine itself. Working with

The benefits of enhanced efficiency to the hospital, improved

hospitals, tools such as readmission predictors, disease

pre-emptive care and better safety for patients due to this

progression models and precision medicine models can be

technology are highly valuable and impactful.

Application
Healthcare

Data Anaysis
Pipeline

Crowdsourcing

EMR Transformation

Machine/Deep Learning

Regularisation

CDAS

EMR-T

SINGA

GM Reg

Raw Data

Data integration

Big Data Processing

Cohort Analysis

Visualisation

DICE

epiC

CohAna

iDat

Infrastructure

+
ForkBase
Malleable, Semantic Storage

CPU-GPU Cluster

Figure 8: Overview of GEMINI healthcare analytics platform

Our GEneralisable Medical Information aNalysis and Integration

GEMINI can be set up as a sandbox, which is a Virtual Machine

(GEMINI) platform is scalable, efficient and easy to use 8 .

(VM) that allows models to be built and tested using raw data,

When the raw data is first fed into our GEMINI platform,

but restricts transfer of that data outside of the sandbox.

Data Integration and Cleaning Engine (DICE) cleans the raw data.
DICE cooperates with Crowdsourcing Data Analytics System

MediLOT will have 2 layers of security for GEMINI:

(CDAS) , our crowdsourcing platform that selects the best
9

question for doctors to answer in order to improve data cleaning

1. G overnance layer – only accredited organisations and

quality. In the next step, the cleaned data is fed into Elastic,

researchers with appropriate ethics approval will be able to

Power-aware, data-Intensive Cloud platform (epiC) 10 . This big

participate in GEMINI

data processing system extracts relevant patients and features
for next-step processing. The Electronic Medical Records

2. P ermissioned and monitored access: Bandwidth limitations

Transformation (EMR-T) system is used to transform the EMR

and monitoring of user activity for suspicious volumes of

data to the form that can be processed by machine learning/deep

data transfer

learning systems

11,12

. The output of EMR-T is then fed into SINGA,

our deep learning platform, for deep analytics13 . As presented in

Organisations that wish to access the sandbox can do so by a

Figure 8, our Gaussian Mixture (GM) regularisation tool interacts

staking mechanism outlined below.

with different deep learning models of the platform14. In the
meantime, the data can be fed into COHANA for cohort analysis15 .

MediLOT software stack allows predictive modelling and

In the last step, we use interactive Data analytics tool (iDat) to

individualised risk profiles and treatment strategies for every

visualise the analytics results.

patient – opening the door to truly personalised medicine.

8

C . Lee, Z. Luo, K.Y. Ngiam, M. Zhang, K. Zheng, G. Chen, B.C. Ooi and W.L.J. Yip. Big Healthcare Data Analytics: Challenges and Applications , Handbook of Large-Scale Distributed
Computing in Smart Healthcare, Springer-Verlag, 2016

9

X. Liu, M. Lu, B. C. Ooi, Y. Shen, S. Wu, M. Zhang: CDAS: A Crowdsourcing Data Analytics System Int’l Conference on Very Large Data Bases (VLDB), PVLDB 5(10):1040-1051, 2012.

10

D. Jiang, S. Wu, G. Chen, B.C. Ooi, K.-L. Tan, J. Xu: epiC: epiC: an extensible and scalable system for processing Big Data. VLDB Journal- Special issue of VLDB’14 best papers, 2015.

11

K. Zheng, J. Gao, K. Y. Ngiam, B. C. Ooi and W.L.J. Yip: Resolving the Bias in Electronic Medical Records. ACM KDD, 2017.

12

K. Zheng, W. Wang, J. Gao, K.Y. Ngiam, B.C. Ooi and W.L.J. Yip: Capturing Feature-Level Irregularity in Disease Progression Modeling. CIKM 2017.

13

W. Wang, G. Chen, T. T. A. Dinh, J. Gao, B. C. Ooi, K.-L.Tan, S. Wang. SINGA: Putting Deep Learning in the Hands of Multimedia Users. ACM Multimedia 2015.

14

Z. Luo, S. Cai, J. Gao, M. Zhang, K.Y. Ngiam, G.Chen and W. Lee. IEEE International Conference on Data Engineering (ICDE), 2018.

15
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THE LOT TOKEN

The MediLOT platform and ecosystem will utilise the LOT token – an ERC20 token. The value of the token
is linked to the adoption and growth of the MediLOT platform. The LOT token provides a way for patients,
hospitals, researchers and insurers to access the MediLOT platform and to create value for each party.
Below is a summary of how each party can earn, stake or use LOT to interact with the platform.

Receive Analytics

MediLOT Platform
(GEMINI Sandbox)

Contribute Data

Patient

Researchers

Utilise Data

Access Applications

Enrol onto
Platform

Government

Develop Applications
Partner
Hospitals/
Institutions

Developers/
Service Providers
Legend:

Receive LOT: LOT is transferred to data contributors

Stake LOT: LOT is sent to a smart contract and held to incentivise good behaviour

Contribute LOT: LOT is fully utilised

4.1 Health Data Marketplace
2. C ompliance: Healthcare institutions can reward patient
Analytics services: Patients can request personalised health
reports and data from MediLOT by transacting in LOT.
Use applications: Patients will have to utilise LOT to access
applications that have been developed on top of the MediLOT
platform by community developers. LOT can also be used as
payment for Telemedicine consultations with MediLOT as an

compliance with LOT tokens, for example: by not missing
appointments, or completing certain treatment plans.
Retail Partnerships: To facilitate a rich ecosystem where
patients can utilise LOT tokens – we intend to form partnerships
with healthcare partners such as pharmacies and nutrition
companies to accept LOT tokens as payment.

escrow for LOT tokens until the consultation is finished.
Earn LOT: Patients can earn LOT via 2 mechanisms:
1. C ontribute Data: Patients can earn LOT tokens by contributing
valuable health data to the MediLOT platform for analysis –
they can choose which type of data they want to contribute and
set a time limit on the availability of their data.
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4.2 Analytics Services

4.4 Partner Hospitals/Institutions

Access GEMINI: Interested organisations will be able to

Institutional staking: Healthcare organisations or institutions

access the wealth of data on the MediLOT platform via the

that wish to join the MediLOT platform will be required to put

GEMINI sandbox. Organisations that develop useful models and

a stake of LOT tokens to ensure that they act in good faith

algorithms retain ownership of them and are able to utilise them

and validate transactions as trusted nodes. A penalty will be

in any way they wish.

imposed on the stake of LOT tokens if organisations are found
to be fraudulent or acting in bad faith. The LOT tokens will be

To access the GEMINI sandbox, organisations will have to

released in tranches, with a bonus and loyalty mechanism to be

stake a certain number of LOT tokens. This is to ensure that all

implemented.

organisations act in good faith and abide by the conditions of
using the sandbox. Otherwise, they may lose their stake.

Initial institutional partners will receive staking LOT tokens as
a gratuity while subsequent partners can access by staking

The amount of LOT staked will define how much access is given

LOT tokens.

in terms of bandwidth, nature and size of dataset. For example:
4.5 Incentivising LOT use
1. T ier 1: 500, 000 LOT – Access to chronic disease dataset for
local population, up to 50, 000 visit records.
2. T ier 2: 800, 000 LOT – Access to cancer registry for local
population, up to 50,000 visit records.
3. T
 ier 3: 1, 000, 000 LOT – Access to regional cancer registry,
up to 100, 000 visit records.
On top of staking, organisations will also have to contribute LOT
to utilise data, with the quantum based on the amount and type
of data requested.
LOT that has been contributed will be distributed amongst 3
parties:
1. Patients who contributed data – 30%
2. Hospital – 40%
3. MediLOT – 30%
4.3 Developers
Develop applications: A stake of LOT will be required during
development and deployment of applications on the MediLOT
platform to ensure that developers abide by the Code of Conduct
of using the platform.

To incentivise use of the LOT token, discounts will be given
when fees for services on the MediLOT platform are paid in LOT
tokens. For patients, the token mechanism will be simple, and
they do not have to buy LOT tokens off an exchange to enjoy the
benefits of the ecosystem. LOT will be stored in a wallet that can
be accessed via a mobile app or page and if desired, a QR code
can also be generated and printed – to create a hard wallet.
In the preliminary stage, organisations who do not wish to
stake in LOT can deposit fiat currency which will be treated as
a security deposit. This deposit will not enjoy the discount that
LOT stakers are entitled to.
4.6 Token Economics
The following mechanisms increase the value of the LOT Token:
The MediLOT Platform acts as an absorber of LOT tokens by
retaining 30% of all LOT Tokens in its Fee Structure during Data
Sharing (See 4.7). LOT Tokens held by the Platform will be held in
reserve to insure against Black Swan events; they may also be
burnt at the Managements discretion. In this way, the velocity
of LOT tokens can also be controlled and adjusted. Healthcare
Institutions and Research Organisations that stake tokens also
act as reservoirs of LOT Tokens, removing them from circulation.

Community Rewards: To encourage community building, bug and
contribution bounties and rewards will be offered, along with
community events and contests for developers.
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4.7 Fee Distribution for Data Sharing

MediLOT Platform
(GEMINI Sandbox)

Receives 30%

Contribute Data

Contributes LOT

Patient

Receive Insights
Data Requestors
Receives 40%

(Pharmaceutics, Research,
Insurance, Government)

Contribute Data

Retains 30%

Hospital
Legend:

Flow of LOT

Flow of Data

For example, a Data Requestor such as a pharmaceutical company offers $80, 000 USD worth of
LOT for access to observational hospital data of 1,000 patients, with the fee distribution as follows:

:

Patient

$24,000 USD
(30%)

:

$32,000 USD
(40%)

Hospital
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BENEFITS
5.1 Patients

5.3 Healthcare Organisations

MediLOT will enable patients to access their entire health record

Healthcare organisations, both public and private, will enjoy

seamlessly, at any institution. Even if an institution is not part of

reduced cost, increased efficiency and reduced healthcare

the MediLOT network, the patient can access their EHR via their

adverse events. Onboarding the MediLOT platform will allow

mobile device or through a web client. This will reduce medical

organisations to accurately track patient demographics as well

errors and administrative cost, potentially saving lives and

as disease surveillance.

millions of dollars.
Public health agencies such as the Centers for Disease Control
Patients will also have direct control over their health data,

and Prevention (CDC) in the United States or Ministry of Health

and are free to choose in what manner it is used – they can allow

in other countries will be able to access structured data which

researchers and insurers time limited access to certain parts

allows for effective automated disease surveillance, allowing

of their data and be compensated in LOT tokens. Fine control of

them to react faster to infectious diseases, or better plan for

access permissions means that patients can now control exactly

chronic health conditions.

who can view and edit sensitive medical information.
With LOT tokens incentivising patients to not skip or be late for
Having verifiable data that is easily accessible allows patients to

appointments, or to follow treatment plans, organisations can

send in simple insurance claims direct to the insurer, bypassing

cut down on administrative cost and lost man hours due to no

a traditionally circuitous process. Insurance coverage details

shows and noncompliance. This is easily scalable and will have a

can also be stored on the blockchain, allowing both patients and

significant population-wide impact.

healthcare practitioners a clear view of the scope and quantum
of coverage. This allows for a faster and more informed decision

5.4 Insurers and Researchers

making process.
Personalised treatment and analytics services will allow patients
to receive customised treatment plans, personalised lifestyle
modification advice, and even predictive reports that may alert
them to take note of certain symptoms or signs for diseases that
they may be more susceptible to.
In short, MediLOT creates a next generation healthcare
ecosystem that incorporates equitable data sharing and
predictive, personalised medicine.
5.2 Healthcare Providers

Insurers will be able to buy anonymised health data directly
from patients using LOT tokens – bypassing any intermediaries.
This will enable better calibration of health premiums and help
in assessing claims. Applications built on the MediLOT platform
may also enable smart contract mediated insurance premium
payment as well as claims processing – reducing administrative
costs for insurers.
Similarly, researchers can also access health data directly,
enabling patients to decide which programmes they are
comfortable to enrol in. Researchers can build on MediLOT
data which is verifiable and structured – reducing the need for
extensive data cleaning.

With a complete health record, medical errors will be reduced
and practitioners will no longer face the frustration of manually

5.5 Developers and Service Providers

assimilating a patient ’s complete history or have to deal with
missing health information.
Advanced analytics capability means that practitioners can
customise their treatment plans even more and have evidence
based decision making capability at their fingertips:
this allows for more precise and targeted management of patient
conditions.

Developers from healthcare organisations, insurers and
research bodies are invited to develop applications on the
MediLOT platform, which will have friendly APIs to enable this.
These applications can either utilise MediLOT’s own data
repository or acquire data through patients directly. The data
analytics and AI suite of GEMINI will also be available
for developer use with a small fee in LOT tokens.

The promise of robust data provenance and verifiability also
enables practitioners to better adopt telemedicine to reduce
clinical workload and burden.
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ONBOARDING STRATEGY
AND ADOPTION
Traditional centralised EHRs are expensive: for example, the estimated cost of implementing a national EHR
in Singapore (population 5 million) is more than a billion Singapore dollars. For larger countries, the cost
will be even more prohibitive. This, together with the shortcomings of traditional EHRs covered previously,
encourages the adoption of a more efficient, robust and future proof platform in MediLOT.

6.1 Patients

Hospitals that are collaborating with MediLOT include the
National University Health System, Singapore, the Telemedicine

The promise of personalised treatment and health data
analytics delivered to patients will encourage patients to join
the MediLOT platform – who would not have access otherwise.
Patients who are less familiar or do not wish to engage in the
token mechanism will not be forced to do so – as such the User
Interface of the patient facing MediLOT PClient will be concise
and simple, allowing request of health reports without any
understanding of the token mechanics. An advanced mode will
be available to patients who are keen to see the mechanics of
the token ecosystem, and for patients who do not wish to use the
applications, we can offer a card with a QR code that acts as a
temporary wallet for their LOT tokens.

Center of Shandong Province (Shandong Province Hospital),
ZheJiang Chinese Medical University Affiliated Jiangnan
Hospital, China, and Shenzhen Kingcome Hospital, with many
more to come.
With South Asian EHR systems being in their infancy, we see
this as a market with great untapped potential – MediLOT can
be built in with multiple EHR systems in countries like Myanmar,
Indonesia, Vietnam, bypassing much of the legacy issues that
will be encountered in countries with a more entrenched EHR
system.
6.3 Developers and Service Providers

Gamification of goals and providing incentivisation via LOT tokens
or rewards will incentivise patients to remain on the platform,

As developers are contributors to the MediLOT platform,

be compliant to treatment and contribute data. Outreach

it is essential to engage them. Besides friendly APIs that allow

campaigns will also be conducted to increase awareness of the

applications to be easily built on the platform, community

platform and to educate patients on the benefits of enrolling.

rewards, idea and bug bounties, events that foster community
building such as health hackathons are planned. This will go

6.2 H
 ospitals, Healthcare Organisations, Researchers
and Industry

towards building a thriving community that naturally provides a
diverse range of applications that stakeholders can use.

The MediLOT team has been actively engaging hospitals and
organisations to introduce the platform’s capabilities and
has received enthusiastic responses so far. The draw of data
privacy and control for patients, and having access to clean and
validated data for research purposes is undeniable.
With enrolment on the MediLOT platform, access to the GEMINI
sandbox enabled. Consequently, hospitals can embark on
collaborative research with industry or research organisations.
MediLOT will also seek research opportunities with compatible
partners to develop new predictive models and algorithms.
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Competitive Landscape
Competitor Analysis
Current EHR
Systems

Patientory
(PTOY)

MediBloc
(MED)

MedicalChain
(MTN)

MediLOT
(LOT)
GEMINI – A deep learning
platform for AI-assisted
diagnosis based on EHR
data, attested by extensive
hospital practice.

Healthcare
AI Analytics

Simple analytic
models,
e.g. logistic
regression

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

Provenance
Query

Impossible
(fragmented
EHRs)

Brute-force
full scan

Brute-force
full scan

Brute-force
full scan

Semantics-oriented retrieval
without incurring storage
redundancy.

Blockchain
Architecture

Non-blockchain
(centralised
database)

PrivateEthereum

Public-QTUM

Dual-Chain

Highly interoperable dualchain: Hyperledger++ and
Ethereum.

User’s
control over
data access

None

Yes

Yes

Yes

40+

man years
of analytics
research

Hybrid of fine-grained and
coarse-grained user control.

Timeline

Q2 2019

Q3 2019

H yper led g er + +
Upg r a de a n d Va l id ation

In iti a l E xc h a n g e
O f fe ri n g

Q2 2020

Q4 2019

GEMINI Tri a l
(2- 3 Cl u sters)

Tes t net O n l i ne i n
1 Cl u s ter

ASIA

Q4 2020

Q3 2021

M a i n net on l i ne
i n Si n g a pore

As i a M a i n net
launch
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TOKEN
DISTRIBUTION

MediLOT Tokens (LOT)
No. of Tokens: 1 Billion
Initial Exchange Offering: 85,836,909.87 LOT
IEO Hard Cap: 1,500,000 USD
Token Price: 0.01748 USD
Total Initial Circulation: 2,168,366 USD
Usage of Funds

Bu sines s D evelopment /
Ma r ketin g

5%

Leg a l /Admin / Ta x

30%
Oper ations

S ys tem s D evelopment

10%

Reser ve

10%

45%
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and Interest Rates Trading at Morgan Stanley

CEO, Infinitt Healthcare China
Infinitt is a leading HealthTech Company
across 44 countries and more than 3500
healthcare institutions

Ricky Ng

Adrian Lam

Co-Founder & CEO, Bitsdaq
Chairman & Founder, i-House.com
Co-founder, IClick Interactive (Nasdaq: ICLK)

Founder & Managing Director, Katalyst Capital
Founder & CEO, Workzspace.com
Founder & COO, Sportshero (ASX:SHO)
Independent Council Member, Gerson Lehrman Group
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